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In this paper we take a first step towards a multiplicity-one result for Siegel
modular forms on Spn(Z). We study two L-functions associated to Siegel modular
forms, the spinor zeta function in genus 2 and the standard zeta function for
arbitrary genus. Both the spinor and standard zeta function are defined as products
over all primes and we show that the factors for almost all primes determine the
L-function. The study of these zeta functions naturally leads to the study of an
invariant related to Siegel modular forms, Satake p-parameters. Our result equiv-
alently states that for a simultaneous Hecke eigenform, the Satake parameters for
almost all primes determine the Satake parameters for all primes up to an occa-
sional variation in sign.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we take a first step towards a multiplicity-one result for
Siegel modular forms on Spn(Z). For Siegel modular forms of genus n=1
(classical modular forms on SL2(Z)) which are simultaneous eigenforms of
all the Hecke operators, there is an associated L-function which determines
the form up to constant multiple. It is unknown if there is such an L-func-
tion for similar forms of genus n2. For Siegel modular forms which are
simultaneous eigenforms for all the Hecke operators, we examine two
associated L-functions; they are the spinor zeta function for forms of genus
2, and the standard zeta function for forms of arbitrary genus. Both the
spinor and standard zeta function are defined as products over all primes
and we show that the factors for almost all primes determine the L-func-
tion. This situation is analogous to simultaneous eigenforms in genus 1
where the associated L-function has an Euler product, and multiplicity one
yields that almost all factors of this Euler product completely determine the
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L-function. For genus 1, the standard and spinor zeta functions also deter-
mine the eigenform, but this is unknown for genus n2.
The study of the spinor and standard zeta functions naturally leads to
the study of an invariant related to Siegel modular forms, Satake p-param-
eters. These (n+1)-tuples of complex numbers are associated to each Siegel
eigenform and constructed using information about the whole Hecke
algebra. In particular, the Satake parameters completely determine the
eigenvalues *F ( p) of the form with respect to the Hecke operators T( p).
Our results state that the Satake p-parameters for almost all primes deter-
mine the Satake parameters for all primes up to an occasional variation in
sign. This is analogous to the genus 1 case where the eigenvalues of the
Hecke operators T( p) for almost all primes determine the eigenvalues for
all primes. For genus 1, the Satake p-parameters for almost all primes also
determine the associated eigenform. However, it is unknown if this is true
for eigenforms of genus n2.
We state some basic definitions and properties of Siegel modular forms.
For details, see Andrianov [1].
Definition 1.1. A Siegel modular form F of genus n # Z+ and weight
k # Z+ is a holomorphic function on the Siegel upper half space Hn such
that F((AZ+B)(CZ+D)&1)=(det(CZ+D))k F(Z) for ( AC
B
D) # Spn(Z).
For genus 1 forms, there is an extra holomorphy condition, but for
forms of genus n2, this condition is a consequence of the definition.
Siegel modular forms of genus 1 are classical modular forms on the upper
half plane which transform under SL2(Z). In general, the Siegel upper half
space Hn is the set of all n_n complex symmetric matrices with positive-
definite imaginary part. The symplectic group Spn(Z)=[M # GL2n(Z):
tMJM=J for J=( 0n&In
In
0n
)] is usually denoted by 1 n. The symplectic group
1 n acts on the space Hn.
The space of Siegel modular forms of weight k and genus n, denoted
Mk(1 n), is a finite dimensional vector space over C upon which various
linear operators act. In terms of characterizing Siegel modular forms, the
Hecke operators are an important family of such operators. In particular,
Mk(1 n) has a basis of forms which are simultaneous eigenforms for all the
Hecke operators. Throughout this paper, we will only be interested in
forms which are simultaneous eigenforms for all the Hecke operators; we
will often refer to these simply as eigenforms. For each genus n the Hecke
operators form an algebra, denoted Hn . In the genus 1 case, the Hecke
algebra consists of operators T(m) for all m # Z+. For arbitrary genus,
there are analogous T(m), but also additional operators. Precise definitions
of the Hecke operators can be found in [1, 6].
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Before defining the L-functions associated to a Siegel modular form, we
need to define the Satake parameters. To do this requires a series of results
about the Hecke algebra Hn . For details see Andrianov [2].
(1) Hn can be broken into pth components as Hn=}p Hn, p over all
primes p.
(2) There is an isomorphism HomC(Hn, p , C)$(C_)n+1W where W
is the Weyl group.
(3) The Weyl group W has an action on (n+1)-tuples (;0 , ..., ;n) #
(C_)n+1 which is generated by all permutations of the elements ;1 , ..., ;n
and the maps (;0 , ;1 , ..., ;i , ..., ;n) [ (;0;i , ;1 , ..., ;&1i , ..., ;n) for i=1 to n.
(4) For F a given simultaneous eigenform of all Hecke operators
T # Hn with respective eigenvalues *F (T ), the map T [ *F (T ) is an element
of HomC(Hn, p , C).
Definition 1.2. The Satake p-parameters associated to the eigenform
F # Mk(1 n) are the elements of the (n+1)-tuple, (:0, p , ..., :n, p) in
(C_)n+1W, which is the image of the map T [ *F (T) under the iso-
morphism HomC(Hn, p , C)$(C_)n+1W.
Often the prime p will be fixed, in which case we will denote :i, p by :i .
We are now ready to define the spinor and standard zeta function.
Definition 1.3. Let F # Mk(1 n) be a simultaneous eigenform for all the
Hecke operators in Hn . Define
ZF, p(X)=(1&:0, pX) ‘
n
r=1
‘
1i1<i2 } } } <irn
(1&:0, p:i1 , p } } } :ir , pX ).
The spinor zeta function is ZF (s)=>p [ZF, p( p&s)]&1.
We will see in the next section that in genus 1, this is the usual L-func-
tion associated to an eigenform via its Fourier coefficients. We will only use
the spinor zeta function for eigenforms of genus 2. In this case, ZF (s) is
‘
p
((1&:0, pp&s)(1&:0, p:1, pp&s)(1&:0, p:2, pp&s)
(1&:0, p :1, p:2, pp&s))&1.
The restriction to genus 2 is necessary because we need the analytic con-
tinuation of the spinor zeta function to show our results, and this is only
known for genus 2. To extend similar results to arbitrary genus we use
instead the standard zeta function since the analytic continuation is known
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for any genus. The standard zeta function is also defined via Satake
parameters.
Definition 1.4. Let F # Mk(1 n) be a simultaneous eigenform for all the
Hecke operators in Hn . Define
DF, p(X)=(1&X) ‘
n
i=1
(1&: i, p X)(1&:&1i, p X).
Then, the standard zeta function is
DF (s)=‘
p
[DF, p( p&s)]&1.
Note. First, some definitions do not include the (1&X) factor that
Andrianov does; however, this only changes the function by a factor of
‘(s). Second, the standard zeta function does not have the :0, p parameter
in its definition. As a consequence, we will obtain slightly weaker results
when using this L-function.
2. MOTIVATION: CONNECTIONS TO CLASSICAL
MODULAR FORMS
Because our intuition and motivation about characterizing Siegel
modular forms is based on the genus 1 case, we describe the theory for
genus 1 followed by the complications to Siegel modular forms of arbitrary
genus. For F(z), a Siegel modular form of genus 1 which is a simultaneous
eigenform of all the Hecke operators, there is a natural zeta function
associated to F(z) via its Fourier coefficients. For F(z)=n=0 a(n) e
2?inz
we obtain the zeta function n=1 a(n) n
&s. Let *F (m) denote the eigen-
value of F with respect to T(m). For simultaneous eigenforms which are
normalized (a(1)=1), the Hecke eigenvalue *F (m) is equal to the Fourier
coefficient a(m), and hence, the eigenvalues determine eigenforms up to
normalization (or equivalently up to constant multiple). Further, we do
not need the eigenvalues for all T(m). The T( p) for all primes p generate
the Hecke algebra H1 ; thus, the eigenvalues *F ( p) for all primes p are
enough to determine a form. Moreover, the eigenvalues of the Hecke
operators T( p) for almost all primes p determine the eigenvalues for all
primes. Stating these results in terms of the L-function, relationships
among the Hecke operators yield the Euler product n=1 a(n) n
&s=
>p (1&*F ( p) p&s+ pk&1( p&s)2)&1, and almost all factors in the Euler
product determine the L-function.
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For Siegel modular forms of genus n2, there are many complications
both to the Hecke theory and to L-functions. In terms of the Hecke theory,
there are more operators in the Hecke algebra Hn for genus n2.
Moreover, the analogous T( p) are no longer sufficient to generate the
associated Hecke algebra. Thus, it is unclear if the Hecke eigenvalues *F ( p)
will characterize the associated eigenform for genus n2. We examine
instead the Satake parameters because they contain information about all
the Hecke eigenvalues. In particular, the Satake p-parameters completely
determine the eigenvalues *F ( p). Moreover, for eigenforms of genus 1,
knowing the Satake p-parameters is equivalent to knowing the eigenvalues
*F ( p). Therefore, genus 1 eigenforms are determined up to constant multi-
ple by their Satake p-parameters for almost all primes p.
There are also many complications to L-functions of Siegel modular
forms of arbitrary genus. Primarily, the Fourier coefficients of Siegel
modular forms of genus n2 are attached to matrices (rather than
integers) making it difficult to embed the Fourier coefficients into an
L-function. Thus, the spinor zeta function and standard zeta function are
defined by an Euler product construction instead of a Fourier coefficient
construction. While in general it is difficult to determine if these L-func-
tions characterize the associated eigenform, we do know that the spinor
and standard zeta function in genus 1 determine the associated eigenform
up to normalization. For simultaneous eigenforms of genus 1, the spinor
zeta function, ZF (s), is >p ((1&:0, p p&s)(1&:0, p :1, p p&s))&1. This deter-
mines the associated eigenform because it is equal to the usual L-function
up to normalization. That is,
a(1) ZF (s)= a(n) n&s=a(1) ‘
p
(1&*F ( p) p&s+ pk&1p&2s)&1.
Thus, we may think of the spinor zeta function as generalizing the factored
form of the Euler product of the genus 1 L-function.
The standard zeta function, DF (s), is not equal to  a(n) n&s, but is
related to the Fourier coefficients a(m2). For an eigenform F of genus 1 we
have (from [2])
DF (s&k&1) a(1) ‘
p \1+
1
ps&k+1+=:m a(m
2) m&s.
The standard zeta function is also related to the symmetric square L-func-
tion. It may not seem as intuitive to ask questions about characterizing
Siegel modular forms using the standard zeta function. However, recent
results of Ramakrishnan in [5] about a related L-function, L F (s)=
‘(s) DF (s), indicate that newforms of genus 1 with the same L F (s) are
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twists of each other. Thus, since there are no twists for forms on the full
group SL2(Z), Ramakrishnan’s result yields that L F (s), and hence DF (s),
characterizes the associated eigenform of genus 1.
3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this section we discuss our results and some consequences of our
results. The proofs appear in Sections 4 and 5. Because our proofs depend
on the analytic continuation of the L-function, there are two cases. We will
see that the strongest results hold in genus 2, where we use the spinor zeta
function. Because the analytic continuation of the spinor zeta function is
unknown for genus n3, we use the standard zeta function to get similar
results for arbitrary genus. Comparing the two cases, we will see that the
theorems concerning the L-functions are analogous; however, the results
on Satake p-parameters are weaker for genus n3. We begin with the
genus 2 case.
Theorem 3.1. Let n, k # Z+. Let F, G # Mk(1 2) be simultaneous eigen-
forms for all Hecke operators in H2 with Satake p-parameters (:0, p , :1, p , :2, p)
and (;0, p , ;1, p , ;2, p), respectively. If (:0, p , :1, p , :2, p)=(;0, p , ;1, p , ;2, p)
for almost all p (up to the action of W), then (:0, p , :1, p ,:2, p)=
(;0, p , ;1, p , ;2, p) for all p (up to the action of W).
As an immediate consequence we have the following result on the spinor
zeta function.
Corollary 3.2. Let ZF (s)=>p (ZF, p( p&s))&1 denote the spinor zeta
function associated to a simultaneous eigenform F # Mk(1 2). Then ZF, p( p&s)
for almost all primes p completely determines ZF (s).
For genus 2, this result also gives us information about the Hecke eigen-
values. From [1, Theorem 1.3.2], we have
ZF, p(X)=((1&:0, pX)(1&:0, p :1, pX)(1&:0, p :2, p X)(1&:0, p:1, p:2, pX))
=1&*F ( p) X+(*F ( p)2&*F ( p2)& p2k&4) X2
&*F ( p) p2k&3X 3+ p4k&6X4.
Applying the techniques of the proof of Theorem 3.1 to this result we have
Corollary 3.3. Let F # Mk(1 2) be a simultaneous eigenform for all
Hecke operators in H2 . The eigenvalues *F ( p) and *F ( p2) for almost all
primes determine *F ( p) and *F ( p2) for all primes.
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This is analogous to the genus one result that *F ( p) for almost all p
determine the eigenvalues for all p.
For arbitrary genus and the standard zeta function we obtain a slightly
weaker result in terms of Satake parameters, as :0, p does not appear in the
standard zeta function. However, :1, p , ..., :n, p determine :0, p up to sign
from the equation :20:1, p } } } :n, p= p
nk&n(n+1)2 [2]. Thus, the result differs
up to sign of the :0, p parameter.
Theorem 3.4. Let n, k # Z+. Let F, G # Mk(1 n) be simultaneous eigen-
forms for all the Hecke operators with Satake p-parameters (:0, p , ..., :n, p)
and (;0, p , ..., ;n, p) respectively. If (:1, p , ..., :n, p)=(;1, p , ..., ;n, p) for almost
all primes p (up to the action of W), then (:0, p , :1, p , ..., :n, p)=(\;0, p , ;1, p ,
..., ;n, p) for all primes p (up to the action of W).
The following corollary is exactly analogous to Corollary 3.2 and is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. Let DF (s)=>p (DF, p( p&s))&1 denote the standard
zeta function associated to a simultaneous eigenform F # Mk(1 n). Then
DF, p( p&s) for almost all primes p completely determines DF (s).
The possible variance of sign in :0, p in Theorem 3.4 leads one to ask if
two different forms can have the same Satake parameters for all primes
except for differing signs of the first parameter :0, p . This is not possible for
genus 1. Forms with the same Satake parameters up to sign of :0, p have
the same standard zeta function. The results of Ramakrishnan [5] men-
tioned earlier imply that DF (s) characterizes F for genus 1. Thus, we have
Corollary 3.6. Let F, G # Mk(1 1) be two simultaneous eigenforms for
all the Hecke operators with Satake p-parameters (:0, p , :1, p) and (;0, p , ;1, p)
respectively. Then (:0, p , :1, p)=(\;0, p , ;1, p) for all primes p implies that
F=G up to a constant multiple.
This variation in sign of the first parameter :0, p=:0 corresponds exactly
to a variation in sign of the eigenvalue *F ( p), since *F ( p) is equal to
:0(:1+1) } } } (:n+1). Thus, knowing *F ( p) up to sign for all p is sufficient
to characterize a form for genus 1. However, it is still unknown if this
variation in sign of :0 , and hence *F ( p), can happen for forms of genus
n2.
4. PROOF OF THE RESULTS FOR ARBITRARY GENUS
We are now ready to prove the main results. The proof is similar in each
case, so we prove the result for the standard zeta function and discuss the
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differences which occur for the spinor zeta function. Let F and G be as in
Theorem 3.4. We first need the analytic continuation and functional equa-
tion of the standard zeta function.
Theorem 4.1 (Bo cherer [3]). Let F # Mk(1 n) be an eigenform of the
Hecke algebra ( for any n, k # Z+). The standard zeta function DF (s) is
meromorphic in the whole complex plane, and the function 9F (s) satisfies the
functional equation
9F (1&s)=9F (s),
where
9F (s)=
{
?((&2n+1)2) s 1 \s2+ 1n \
s+k&1
2 + 1n \
s+k
2 + DF (s) for n even
?((&2n+1)2) s 1 \s+12 + 1n \
s+k&1
2 + 1n \
s+k
2 + DF (s) for n odd
and 1 n(s)=1 (s) 1 (s&12) } } } 1 (s&(n&1)2).
We now use the analytic continuation and functional equation to
examine the quotient (DF (s))(DG(s))=>p ((DF, p( p&s))&1(DG, p( p&s))&1).
Our goal is to show DF, p( p&s)=DG, p( p&s) for all primes. To do this
requires a series of analytic techniques. The first technique uses the fact that
the Satake p-parameters of F and G are equal for almost all primes to sim-
plify the quotient (DF (s))(DG(s)). Then we apply the functional equation
of the standard zeta function to this simplified quotient. From the equation
for 9F (s) and 9G(s) we have
9F (s)
9G(s)
=
DF (s)
DG(s)
for Re(s) sufficiently large
and
9F (1&s)
9G(1&s)
=
DF (1&s)
DG(1&s)
for Re(1-s) sufficiently large.
We eventually wish to combine these two equalities to relate DF (s)DG(s)
and DF (1&s)DG(1&s). However, these are not defined in the same
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domain of convergence. To overcome this difficulty, we will use the infor-
mation about the Satake parameters being equal almost everywhere to sim-
plify these quotients to functions which are meromorphic in the entire
plane. To do this, we first write
DF (s)
DG(s)
=‘
p
(DF, p( p&s))&1
(DG, p( p&s))&1
=‘
p
DG, p( p&s)
DF, p( p&s)
.
Next, as the Satake parameters agree for all p except p | l for some integer l
DF (s)
DG(s)
=‘
p | l
DG, p( p&s)
DF, p( p&s)
,
where all these equalities hold in the domain of convergence. Combining
the equalities we have
9F (s)
9G(s)
=‘
p | l
DG, p( p&s)
DF, p( p&s)
,
where 9F (s)9G(s) and >p | l (DG, p( p&s)DF, p( p&s)) are meromorphic
functions in the entire complex plane. We now have two meromorphic
functions equal for Re(s) sufficiently large; thus they must be equal as
meromorphic functions in the entire complex plane. This follows from a
trivial extension of a standard result in complex analysis.
We now repeat an analogous process for DF (1&s)DG(1&s) and obtain
9F (1&s)
9G(1&s)
=‘
p | l
DG, p( ps&1)
DF, p( ps&1)
as meromorphic functions in the entire complex plane. Using the functional
equation 9F (s)=9F (1&s) we conclude
‘
p | l
DG, p( p&s)
DF, p( p&s)
=‘
p | l
DG, p( ps&1)
DF, p( ps&1)
(4.1)
as meromorphic functions in C.
The next analytic technique is to reduce Eq. (4.1) to a single prime
instead of a finite product of primes. We first need a lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose two Dirichlet series,  ann&s and  bn n&s, con-
verge in some common right half-plane and have Euler products  an n&s=
>p ,p(s) and  bn n&s=>p p(s). Then  ann&s= bn n&s in a common
right half-plane implies that ,p(s)=p(s) for all p.
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Lemma 4.2 follows from Lemma 3.2.1 of Miyake [4]. In order to use
Lemma 4.2 to reduce equation 4.1 to a single prime we first convert
>p | l (DG, p( ps&1)DF, p( ps&1)) to a quotient of series in p&s and then cross-
multiply to obtain a single Dirichlet series on each side. We first write
>p | l (DG, p( ps&1)DF, p( ps&1)) in terms of its Satake parameters where X
denotes p&s,
‘
p | l
DG, p( ps&1)
DF, p( ps&1)
=‘
p | l
>ni=1 (1&; i p
s&1)(1&;&1i p
s&1)
>ni=1 (1&:i p
s&1)(1&:&1i p
s&1)
=‘
p | l
>ni=1 (1&; i p
&1X&1)(1&;&1i p
&1X&1)
>ni=1 (1&:i p
&1X&1)(1&:&1i p
&1X&1)
.
Next, we multiply top and bottom of >p | l (DG, p( ps&1)DF, p( ps&1)) by
( pX)2 for each p dividing l. Fixing i and p we show the calculation for a
single term,
‘
p | l
DF, p( ps&1)
DG, p( ps&1)
( pX)2
( pX)2
=
( pX&;i)( pX&;&1i )
( pX&:i)( pX&:&1i )
.
Factoring out the Satake parameters from each piece we have
;i (;&1i pX&1) ;
&1
i (;i pX&1)
:i (:&1i pX&1) :
&1
i (:ipX&1)
=
(1&;&1i pX)(1&; i pX)
(1&:&1i pX)(1&:i pX)
.
Repeating exactly the same process for all i and p we get
‘
p | l
DF, p( ps&1)
DG, p( ps&1)
=‘
p | l
>ni=1 (1&;
&1
i pX)(1&;ipX)
>ni=1 (1&:
&1
i pX)(1&: ipX)
.
Thus, Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as
‘
p | l
>ni=1 (1&;iX)(1&;
&1
i X)
>ni=1 (1&:iX)(1&:
&1
i X)
=‘
p | l
>ni=1 (1&;
&1
i pX)(1&;ipX)
>ni=1 (1&:
&1
i pX)(1&:ipX)
.
We cross multiply to obtain
‘
p | l
‘
n
i=1
(1&;iX)(1&;&1i X)(1&:
&1
i pX)(1&:ipX)
=‘
p | l
‘
n
i=1
(1&;&1i pX)(1&;ipX)(1&:iX)(1&:
&1
i X).
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We now have a finite Dirichlet series in p&s on each side of the equality;
thus, applying Lemma 4.2 we see that for each p | l,
‘
n
i=1
(1&;iX)(1&;&1i X)(1&:
&1
i pX)(1&:ipX)
= ‘
n
i=1
(1&;&1i pX)(1&; ipX)(1&:i X)(1&:
&1
i X).
Equivalently,
DG, p(X)
DF, p(X)
=
DG, p( pX)
DF, p( pX)
.
The last analytic technique to show DF, p(X)=DG, p(X) requires the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.3. Let h(z) be a quotient of polynomials in C[z] of finite
degree. If h(z)=h( pz) for some integer p with | p|{1 then h(z)=c for some
constant c # C.
Proof. If h(z) has any zero other than z=0, then it has infinitely many
as h(z)=h(zpn) for all n. However, h(z) is a quotient of polynomials of
finite degree so h can have at most finitely many zeros. Thus, h(z) has at
most one zero of finite order at z=0. Similarly, if h(z) has any poles other
than z=0 then it has infinitely many. Again, since h(z) is a quotient of
polynomials of finite degree, h can have at most finitely many poles. Thus,
h(z) has no poles and no zeros for z{0 and may have a pole or zero of
finite order at z=0. This forces h(z)=czn for some integer n and some con-
stant c # C. However, by assumption we must have h(z)=h( pz). Equiv-
alently, using h(z)=czn, we must have czn=cpnzn. Therefore, n=0 and
h(z)=c for some constant c # C. K
Applying this lemma to h(X)=DG, p(X)DF, p(X) we get DF, p(X)=
cDG, p(X), but both DF, p(X) and DG, p(X) have constant term 1. Thus,
c=1 and DF, p(X)=DG, p(X).
Thus, we have shown the desired result for the standard zeta function,
i.e., that almost all factors determine the function. However, it remains to
use DF, p(X)=DG, p(X) to show that the Satake p-parameters are equal up
to the action of W. Rewriting DF, p(X)=DG, p(X) in terms of Satake
parameters yields
‘
n
i=1
(1&;iX)(1&;&1i X)= ‘
n
i=1
(1&:iX)(1&:&1i X).
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We now have two expressions for the same polynomial; thus, the roots of
one must correspond to the roots of the other. (Note: this argument
requires the Satake p-parameters to be in C_ which they are by definition.)
This implies that for any i, ;i=:j or ;i=:j &1 for some j. We can then
eliminate the terms (1&;iX) and (1&:\1j X) from the left-hand and right-
hand sides respectively, and repeat the process. Thus, for every i with
1in, we have ;i=:\1j for exactly one j with 1 jn. To find ;0 in
terms of :0 , we use the equation
:20 :1 } } } :n= p
nk&n(n+1)2=;20;1 } } } ;n .
Combining this equation with the equations ;i=:\1j , where : i1 , ..., : is
denote the :j ’s for which ;i=:&1j , we have ;0=\:0(: i1 } } } : is).
It remains to show that (:0 , ..., :n)=W (;0 , ..., ;n), where this notation
means that the tuples are equal up to the action of W. Recall that the Weyl
group W has an action on tuples (;0 , ..., ;n) # (C_)n+1 which is generated
by permutations of the elements ;1 , ..., ;n and the maps (;0 , ;1 , ..., ;i , ...,
;n) [ (;0 ;i , ;1 , ..., ;&1i , ..., ;n) for i=1 to n. After permuting the :j ’s as
needed, our previous result yields
(;0 , ;1 , ..., ;n)=W (\:0(:i1 } } } :is), :
\1
1 , ..., :
\1
n ).
To take care of the :&1j ’s we use
(:0:i , :1 , ..., :&1i , ..., :n)=W (:0 , :1 , ..., :i , ..., :n).
Applying this element of W for :i1 up to :is , we obtain the desired result
(;0 , ;1 , ..., ;i , ..., ;n)=W (\:0 , :1 , ..., :n).
5. PROOF OF THE RESULT FOR GENUS 2 USING THE
SPINOR ZETA FUNCTION
We now show the stronger result for genus 2. Let F, G be as in Theorem
3.1. Thus, we have eigenforms F and G with Satake p-parameters
(:0, p , ..., :n, p) and (;0, p , ..., ;n, p), respectively, where (:0, p , ..., :n, p)=W
(;0, p , ..., ;n, p) for almost all primes p. Let ZF (s) and ZG(s) denote the
spinor zeta functions for F and G. As in the previous case, we first need the
analytic continuation and functional equation of the spinor zeta function.
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Theorem 5.1 (Andrianov [1, Theorem 3.1.1]). Let F be a modular
form of genus 2 and weight k. Suppose that F is an eigenfunction of all the
Hecke operators Tk(m): Tk(m) F=*F (m) F. For every prime number p, let
Qp, F (t)=1&*F ( p) t+(*F ( p)2&*F ( p2)& p2k&4) t2
&*F ( p) p2k&3t3+ p4k&6t4,
and for Re(s) sufficiently large, let
ZF (s)=‘
p
(Qp, F ( p&s))&1 \=‘(2s&2k+4) :

m=1
*(m) m&s+
be the zeta-function of F. We set
9F (s)=(2?)&2s 1(s) 1(s&k+2) ZF (s).
Then the following assertions hold:
(I) The function 9(s) can be continued analytically to the whole
s-plane as a meromorphic function having at most finitely many poles.
(II) 9F (s) satisfies the functional equation 9F (2k&2&s)=
(&1)k 9F (s).
Note. Despite the different definition, ZF (s) really is the spinor zeta
function by the previously mentioned Theorem 1.3.2 of [1].
Now, proceeding exactly as in the previous case, but with ZF (s)ZG(s)
instead of DF (s)DG(s), we obtain
‘
p | l
ZG, p( p&s)
ZF, p( p&s)
=‘
p | l
ZG, p( ps&2k+2)
ZF, p( ps&2k+2)
(5.1)
as meromorphic functions in C. Next we will show that ZG, p( ps&2k+2)
ZF, p( ps&2k+2)=ZG, p( pp&s)ZF, p( pp&s). The calculations are similar to
the standard zeta function case. Again, we do the calculations for
ZG, p( ps&2k+2)ZF, p( ps&2k+2) with a fixed prime p. Thus we begin by
multiplying
(1&;0p2&2k X&1)(1&;0;1p2&2k X&1)
(1&;0;2 p2&2k X&1)(1&;0;1p2&2k X&1)
(1&:0p2&2k X&1)(1&:0:1p2&2k X&1)
(1&:0:2p2&2k X&1)(1&:0:1p2&2k X&1)
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by ( p2k&2X)4( p2k&2X)4 to obtain
( p2k&2X&;0)( p2k&2X&;0;1)( p2k&2X&;0 ;2)( p2k&2X&;0;1;2)
( p2k&2X&:0)( p2k&2X&:0 :1)( p2k&2X&:0:2)( p2k&2X&:0:1:2).
We next factor out the Satake parameters from each piece; however, we
will use the equation ;20 ;1;2= p
2k&3=:20 :1 :2 to compute ;
&1
0 =
;0 ;1 ;2p3&2k and compute similarly for the other terms. Note ;&10 p
2k&2=
;0 ;1 ;2p. Thus, we obtain
;0(;0;1 ;2 pX&1) ;0;1(;0;2pX&1) ;0;2(;0;1pX&1) ;0;1;2(;0pX&1)
:0(:0:1:2 pX&1) :0:1(:0:2pX&1) :0:2(:0:1pX&1) :0:1 :2(:0 pX&1) .
Moreover,
(;0)(;0;1)(;0;2)(;0;1;2)=(;20;1;2)
2= p4k&6=(:0)(:0:1)(:0:2)(:0:1:2),
so we are left with
ZG, p( ps&2k+2)
ZF, p( ps&2k+2)
=
(1&;0;1 ;2pX)(1&;0;2pX)(1&;0;1pX)(1&;0 pX)
(1&:0:1 :2 pX)(1&:0:2pX)(1&:0 :1 pX)(1&:0pX)
=
ZG, p( pp&s)
ZF, p( pp&s)
.
Repeating the same process for each p | l and applying Eq. (5.1) we have
>p (ZG, p( p&s)ZF, p( p&s))=>p (ZG, p( pp&s)ZF, p( pp&s)). We cross mul-
tiply to get a single finite Dirichlet series on each side:
‘
p | l
ZG, p( p&s) ZF, p( pp&s)=‘
p | l
ZF, p( p&s) ZG, p( pp&s)
From Lemma 4.2, we have ZG, p( p&s) ZF, p( pp&s)=ZF, p( p&s) ZG, p( pp&s)
for each p | l. This is equivalent to ZG, p( p&s)ZF, p( p&s)=ZG, p( pp&s)
ZF, p( pp&s) so applying Lemma 4.3 as before yields ZF, p(X)=ZG, p(X).
To show that the Satake parameters of F are equal to the Satake
parameters of G up to the action of W for each p | l, we will again match
up roots of ZF, p(X) and ZG, p(X). However, this case is more complicated
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than the previous case. The above result that ZF, p(X)=ZG, p(X) implies
that
(1&:0X)(1&:0:1X)(1&:0:2X)(1&:0:1:2X)
=(1&;0X)(1&;0;1X)(1&;0;2X)(1&;0;1;2 X)
Since :&10 is a root of the left-hand side, it must also be a root of the right-
hand side. Thus, there are 4 possible cases: :0=;0 , :0=;0;1;2 , :0=;0 ;1 ,
or :0=;0;2 . Note that once :0 is fixed, so is :0:1:2 , because (:0)(:0:1:2)=
p2k&3=;20;1;2 .
We proceed similarly with (:0:1)&1; it must match up with one of the
two remaining roots on the right-hand side. At this point we have enough
information to solve for each of the Satake parameters. For example, sup-
pose :0=;0 ;1 , and hence :0:1:2=;0 ;2 . Then we must have either
:0 :1=;0 or :0 :1=;0;1;2 . Suppose the latter is true. Combining the three
equations yields :0=;0;1 , :1=;2 , and :2=;1 &1. Repeating this process
for the other cases leaves us with the following possibilities:
(1) (:0 , :1 , :2)=(;0 , ;i , ;j) where i=1, j=2 or i=2, j=1.
(2) (:0 , :1 , :2)=(;0 ;1;2 , ;&1j , ;
&1
i ) where i=1, j=2 or i=2, j=1.
(3) (:0 , : i , :j)=(;0 ;1 , ;&11 , ;2) where i=1, j=2 or i=2, j=1.
(4) (:0 , : i , :j)=(;0 ;2 , ;&12 , ;1) where i=1, j=2 or i=2, j=1.
Recall, for genus 2, W is generated by (:0 , :1 , :2) [ (:0 , :2 , :1),
(:0 , :1 , :2) [ (:0:1 , :&11 , :2), and (:0 , :1 , :2) [ (:0:2 , :1 , :
&1
2 ). Thus in
all four cases we have (:0 , :1 , :2)=(;0 , ;1 , ;2) up to the action of W.
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